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Abstract

is a development environment for knowledge-based systems. Protege-ii
supports developers by providing a series of development tools. Dash, which is part
of the protege-ii tool set, is a metalevel tool that uses domain ontologies (which are
models of domain concepts and relationships among concepts) as the basis for generating
domain-speci c knowledge-acquisition tools. Domain experts use the tools that dash
generates to enter the knowledge required for problem solving. Dash generates target
tools in a series of design steps, and it uses sets of design rules as the basis for the
transitions among the design stages.

Proteg
e-ii

1 Introduction
During the 1980's, knowledge-based systems were heralded as a new type of software designed
to provide expert advice to end users. However, the development of knowledge-based systems
that are adequate and usable for the end users has proven more dicult than expected initially.
Many researchers and practitioners have highlighted the problem of insucient integration
with other, preexisting software components. Although developers can solve many of these
problems by careful system design, the construction of knowledge-based systems is often
costly, and the problem-solving performance of the systems may be insucient for their tasks.
Even problems that are relatively simple for human experts may require complex software
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solutions. Developers require adequate tools to build such complex knowledge-based systems
and to maintain these systems.
Knowledge-acquisition tools are programs that elicit knowledge directly from domain experts, and produce knowledge bases, which are operationalized by a problem-solving method
[13]. Ideally, knowledge-acquisition tools should be general to provide support for knowledge acquisition in many application domains. In many cases, however, general knowledgeacquisition tools provide insucient support, because these tools are too general with respect
to the application domain. Domain-speci c knowledge-acquisition tools can provide adequate
support, but are often too costly to implement for a single development project. Metatools
can make domain-speci c tools feasible economically by reducing signi cantly the cost of
developing new domain-speci c tools [2].
Protege-ii is a development environment and a suite of tools that supports the development of knowledge-based systems and software systems with knowledge-based components [18]. The assistance provided by protege-ii is twofold: Protege-ii supports the
development of problem solvers from reusable components [4], and generates automatically
custom-tailored knowledge-acquisition tools for the development of knowledge bases [3]. The
development of problem solvers from reusable components is still the topic of ongoing research, but the generation of knowledge-acquisition tools is emerging currently as a practical
technology.
The rst generation of experimental metalevel tools [14, 1] for generation of knowledgeacquisition tools was dicult to use in practical development projects, because of the detailed
tool speci cation required, and because of the limited generality of the metatool. A new
generation of metatools, however, provide viable solutions. The protege-ii project shows
that the generation of specialized knowledge-acquisition tools is now maturing as a technique
for developing knowledge-based systems. We have used protege-ii's tool generator, dash,
to produce knowledge-acquisition tools for several projects in our laboratory. In addition,
other sites are using dash for tool generation in their development work. We shall discuss the
principles for automated tool generation, and shall examine the techniques that dash uses to
generate knowledge-acquisition tools.

2 Approaches to Tool Generation
Automatic tool generation requires a speci cation for the target tool. The structure of this
speci cation can vary [2]. We shall discuss brie y three approaches to tool speci cation and
generation.
In the method-oriented approach, the metatool uses an instantiation of a problem-solving
method for a domain as the basis for the tool generation. Protege-i [14] and Spark [12]
are examples of method-oriented metatools for generation of knowledge-acquisition tools. A
disadvantage of this approach is that the metatool cannot generate knowledge-acquisition
tools for domains that require other problem-solving methods.
The architectural approach uses an architectural model of the target tool as the basis for
the tool speci cation. The developers provide detailed speci cations for the components of the
target tool, such as the user interface, internal knowledge representation, and knowledge-base
generator. Dots [1] and sis [8] are examples of metatools that are based on the architectural
approach. The architectural approach is more general than the method-speci c approach,
but it requires the developer to design the tool in detail and to de ne the tool components (a
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task that can be time consuming).
In the ontology-based approach, the metatool generates a knowledge-acquisition tool from
an ontology by mapping ontology de nitions to user-interface elements in the tool design.
Protege-ii and dash use the ontology-based approach. In the protege-ii framework, the
input to the metatool is typically an application ontology, but the developer can use other
types of ontologies as input to generate other types of knowledge-acquisition tools (such as
method ontologies to generate method-speci c tools). The ontology-based approach is more
general than the method-speci c one (in the sense that the space of possible target tools is
much larger), but it is less general than the architectural approach. The principal advantage
of the ontology-based approach is that developers can specify knowledge-acquisition tools
readily, and that a preexisting ontology can be used as the basis for the speci cation.

3 The PROTE GE -II Suite of Tools
Protege-ii uses the notion of tasks, which are models of functionality required, and problem-

solving methods, which perform tasks. The developer can decompose problem-solving methods into subtasks, which can be accomplished by other methods or by mechanisms (which are
methods that the developer cannot decompose further) [18]. In the protege-ii approach,
the developer selects a problem-solving method from a library of reusable methods, and congures the method by providing appropriate submethods for the selected method's subtasks.
Moreover, the developer de nes the mappings required to translate the input and output of
the method to input and output of other methods in the application system. The retrieval
of problem-solving methods from the library, the organization of the library, and the con guration of reusable problem-solving methods for new tasks are dicult principal obstacles to
method reuse, and are subject to ongoing research [7].
In addition to the problem-solving methods, the developer must de ne the knowledge representation that the problem solvers should operate on. Workers in Arti cial Intelligence has
adopted the term ontology to describe a model of concepts and relationships [17]. Developers
can organize an ontology according to classes, slots, and slot properties (slot facets) similar to
the approach used in object-oriented modeling. In protege-ii, we use an extension of clips
[16] as the basic ontology-de nition language.
In the protege-ii approach, we distinguish among domain, method, and application ontologies. Domain ontologies are models of domain concepts and relationships. These ontologies are reusable potentially across several application programs for the domain. For
instance, an inventory program and a design-con guration program may share the same component concepts and relationships. Method ontologies are ontologies that model concepts
relevant for a problem-solving method. For instance, the propose-and-revise method for conguration problems incorporates the concepts of design constraint, constraint violation, and
constraint-violation x [11]. (The propose-and-revise method proposes a tentative solution
and improves it by applying xes that remove design constraints.) To reuse a method for
a domain, such as elevator con guration, the developer must relate concepts in the method
ontology to corresponding concepts in the domain ontology. The method can then operate
on instances of the domain ontology through a mapping to method-speci c instances, which
the method is designed for. For example, problem-solving concepts of the propose-and-revise
method can be related to concepts relevant for elevator con guration. Typically, the method
ontology is domain independent, but method speci c.
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The protege-ii approach uses the notion of application ontology to describe the specialization of a domain ontology to include method-speci c concerns. The application ontology
consists of domain-ontology concepts relevant for the application system (e.g., concepts relevant for elevator con guration) and concepts relevant for problem solving (e.g., upgrade xes
for elevator cables). The application ontology is not intended to be reusable across several
systems. In the protege-ii approach, the application ontology is the starting point for
the generation of knowledge-acquisition tools rather than the domain ontology, because it
incorporates the concepts required by the target system.
The protege-ii tool set includes ma^itre, which is an interactive editor for ontologies.
Ma^itre allows the developer to de ne new classes. The developer can de ne slots of classes,
and can edit class and slot facets (i.e., properties such as type and default value). Ma^itre
provides a graphical user interface for the ontology editing, but stores ontologies in a textual
format, which is an extension of clips that incorporates additional class and slot facets used
in the generation of knowledge-acquisition tools. Developers use ma^itre to develop domain,
method, and application ontologies.
Dash is a metalevel tool that generates automatically domain-speci c knowledge-acquisition
tools [3]. Dash takes as input an application ontology developed in ma^itre, and produces as
output a speci cation of a knowledge-acquisition tool. Dash allows the developer to custom
tailor the interface of the knowledge-acquisition tool, and to store these custom adjustments
persistently.
The tool meditor is a run-time system for knowledge-acquisition tools that can read the
tool speci cations output by dash, and can provide immediately an executable tool by instantiating the speci cations to appropriate user-interface windows and widgets. Figure 1 shows
a sample form from a knowledge-acquisition tool generated by dash and run by meditor.
The output of the knowledge-acquisition tool is a set of instances of the application ontology. For example, the output from a knowledge-acquisition tool for elevator con guration can
be instances of concepts, such as cable, motor, counter weight, and design constraint. To be
usable by a problem solver, these instances must be mapped to the method ontology, which the
problem-solver understands (e.g., instances of concepts such as variable, constraint, and x).
Marble is a program that translates the instances produced by the knowledge-acquisition
tool to appropriate instances for the problem solver [5]. The translation process is guided
by a set of mapping-rule de nitions provided by the developer. The current implementation
of marble is a prototype system, but we are working currently on an extended version of
marble that will handle generalized mappings in a more principled way than the current
version. Because it is possible to de ne an ontology of mapping rules, we can generate readily
a knowledge-acquisition tool for such mappings by applying dash to this ontology.
Figure 2 shows the control panel for protege-ii. This panel is designed to provide an
overview of the protege-ii architecture, and to allow the developer to access the intermediate
data les produced by these tools. In this panel, the tools are represented by icons organized
in a circle (to illustrate how design iterations can be performed). Icons for documents and
data les are located in the outer circle. The normal work ow is that the developer creates
an application ontology in ma^itre and generates a knowledge-acquisition tool in dash, which
the domain expert uses to create a knowledge base. The developer then de nes the mapping
from the application knowledge base to the format required by the problem solver.
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Figure 1: Sample form from a knowledge-acquisition tool. Physicians use this form to specify
clinical-trial protocols for AIDS treatment. Meditor manages the data entered in the tool,
and allows the tool user to save the data on le, and to generate knowledge bases consisting
of instances of the application ontology.
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Figure 2: The control panel for protege-ii. The protege-ii user use this panel to invoke
tools and to access les produced by the tools.
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Figure 3: Overview of the dash architecture. The ontology parser reads the input ontology.
The dialog designer analyzes the ontology de nitions, and produces the dialog structure. The
ontology de nitions and the dialog structure are the input to the layout designer. The layout
designer consists of the selector and widget composers (which are responsible for the selector
and widget designs, respectively) and the layout subsystem for the initial and custom-tailored
window layout. The output of dash is a le of editor-ontology (EO) instances.

4 The DASH Architecture
The purpose of dash is to automate much of the design task for knowledge-acquisition tools,
and to relieve the developer from the burden of dealing with the often intricate details of userinterface implementation for graphical user interfaces. Automated design allows developers
new to this type of tool design to build knowledge-acquisition tools with minimal training,
and allows developers with extensive experience at tool design to produce tools precisely and
rapidly. Automated detailed implementation reduces the number of bugs, and, therefore, the
testing, debugging, and maintenance costs for the tool.
We shall describe brie y the major components of the dash architecture and the design
steps involved in tool generation in the dash approach. After analyzing the input ontology,
dash designs knowledge-acquisition tools by rst generating an initial design automatically,
and then allowing the developer to custom tailor the design manually. Dash uses a hierarchical design approach to generate knowledge-acquisition tools. In dash, the dialog-designer
module rst creates a high-level description of the editors and forms in the tool, and the
layout-designer module then instantiates these descriptions (Figure 3).
The dialog designer performs an important early design task, because, before dash can
generate forms by mapping ontology de nitions to user-interface components, dash must
establish the forms to generate and the relationships among these forms. Moreover, the
layout designer must know the access paths from a form to other forms before it can render
the controls that will allow the user to access the subforms. Examples of such controls are
buttons, browsers, graphs, and pop-up lists of instances. Figure 4 shows a sample dialog
structure produced by the dialog designer.
The task of the layout designer is to instantiate the dialog structure produced by the dialog
designer. The layout designer traverses the dialog-structure graph and produces window
de nitions for every node in the dialog structure. Furthermore, the layout designer maps
ontology de nitions, such as slot data types, to appropriate user-interface components using
7
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Figure 4: A sample dialog structure for a knowledge-acquisition tool. The main menu provides
access to two list-browser windows. These list browsers allow the tool user to create drug and
protocol de nitions, respectively. A protocol-de nition window contains browsers for eligibility
criteria and toxicity, and provides access to an algorithm-de nition window.
a set of tool-design rules. As part of the design process, the layout designer maps the slot
de nitions to selectors [6], which are intermediate high-level representations of user-interface
widgets. Next, the layout designer instantiates the selectors to widgets, and lays out the
widgets on windows. The developer can then custom tailor the layout of the windows.
Custom adjustment is a powerful technique for adapting the user interface of target tools
to their users. However, it is often necessary to make changes to the input ontologies after
the developers have custom tailored the knowledge-acquisition tools. For instance, sometimes
developers discover aws in ontologies by examining the knowledge-acquisition tools generated
from them. If the developers design the target knowledge-based systems and knowledgeacquisition tools incrementally, a series of extensions and modi cations to the ontologies will
be required. Examples of such ontology changes are additions and deletions of classes and
slots in class de nitions.
Dash relieves the developer from the burden of readjusting the target tools after changes
to the ontologies by supporting persistent custom adjustments. Dash stores the changes in
a database, and reapplies these adjustments when it regenerates the knowledge-acquisition
tools. Dash then allows the developer to make additional manual adjustments to the new
version of the target tool. Figure 5 illustrates the use of the custom-tailoring database. Dash
installs the adjustments stored in version n 1 of the database, and produces, in addition to
the knowledge-acquisition tool, a new version n of the database.
When developers change input ontologies, dash must reapply the custom adjustments
that are relevant for the new ontology versions. Examples of such changes are slot additions
and deletions, and class additions and deletions. Dash uses class and slot names to match
the new ontology version and the records in the custom-tailoring database. As part of this
proccess, dash identi es changes to the target tool caused by added and deleted classes
and slots, and takes appropriate actions, such as ignoring custom-tailoring information that
correspond to deleted classes and slots.

5 Design Rules
We can view the dash approach to tool generation as a series of mappings guided by sets of
design rules. Although we can sometimes treat the creation of the mappings as a one-step
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Figure 5: The custom-tailoring database. Dash uses the previous custom adjustments (if
any) as the basis for window layout, and stores new custom adjustments for later use (in
subsequent regenerations of the target tool).
process, dash actually rst maps the data types to selectors and then maps the selectors to
widgets. The selectors are an important intermediate representation in dash's design process,
and they simplify the design rules for target tools.
5.1

Mapping Rules

Dash uses the data types of slot de nitions in the input ontology as the basis for the de-

sign of appropriate selectors and widgets. The relevant slot data types are integer, oat,
string, symbol, and instance. For example, a slot of type integer can be de ned as (slot
no-of-employees (type integer)). Furthermore, the developer can slots of multiple cardinality; that is, lists of data elements. For example, the slot de nition (slot subdivisions
(type instance) (cardinality multiple) (allowed-classes division)) speci es a slot
that holds a list of instances of the class division. In addition to the slot data types, the
developer can annotate the ontology de nitions with information relevant for tool generation,
(e.g., requests for graph editors rather than list browsers).
Dash transforms that have numeric data types (integers and oating-point numbers)
to entry elds for numbers and appropriate labels based on the slot names. Dash maps
numeric slots to numeric- eld selections, and then expands the selectors to label and entryeld widgets. Dash uses a similar approach to map slots of type string to text-entry selectors,
and to label and entry- eld widgets.
Slots of type symbol are similar to slots of type string, except that certain characters (e.g.,
space) are illegal in symbol names. Also, slots of type symbol de nitions can contain a list of
allowed symbols for the slot. If the developer provides a list of allowed symbols, dash maps
the slot to a selection selector (which de nes a selection of one item from a list of items), and
later to a radio-button widget group or to a pop-up widget (which allows the target-tool user
to select one of the allowed symbols from the pop-up menu). The number of items to select
from determines the choice between radio-button and pop-up widgets. Dash maps slots of
type boolean to selection selectors that use the items true and false, and then to check-box
widgets.
Let us consider an example of these mappings. Figures 6 and 7 show a sample class
de nition and the resulting form window produced by dash, respectively. In the class
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(defclass corporation (is-a USER)
(slot company-name (type string))
(slot no-of-employees (type integer))
(slot blue-chip (type boolean))
(slot chapter-11 (type boolean))
(slot manufacturing-type (type symbol)
(allowed-symbols discrete process))
(slot subdivisions (type instance)
(cardinality multiple)
(allowed-classes division))
)

Figure 6: The sample de nition of the corporation class.
the type of the slot company-name is string. Dash maps this slot to a textentry selector, and to label and entry- eld widgets (as shown in Figure 7). Similarly, dash
maps the slots no-of-employees, blue-chip, chapter-11, and manufacturing-type to
their corresponding selectors and widgets. Note that the slot manufacturing-type results in
a radio-button group that allows the user to select between discrete and process, rather than
a pop-up menu, because there are only two items to select between.
Dash maps slots of type instance to di erent selectors and widgets depending on the value
of other slot facets. If the developer speci es a slot of type instance, cardinality single (i.e., a
single instance, not a list of instances), and provides an allowed class for the instance pointed
to, dash maps the slot to a button selector, and to a push-button widget, which provides
access to an editor for an instance of the class speci ed (according to the dialog structure).
If the developer speci es a slot of type instance, cardinality multiple, and provides a list of
one or more allowed classes for the instance pointed to, dash maps the slot to a browser
selector, and to a list-browser widget with control-button widgets (see Figures 6 and 7). The
target-tool user uses this browser to add new instances to the list, and to edit instances in
the list (through editors according to the dialog structure). If the developer speci es a slot as
type instance, cardinality single, and marks the slot as an instance pointer, dash maps the
slot to an instance-pointer selector and to a pop-up widget, which allows the target-tool user
to select an instance (of the allowed classes) from a list of instances entered in the target tool.
In the dash approach, graph editors are similar to list browsers in the sense that they
provide access to a collection of instances. Graph editors are a sophisticated type of browsers
where the items are represented by nodes that can be positioned on the graph canvas. Moreover, the target-tool users can relate the items to each other by creating links among them. If
the developer speci es a slot of type instance, cardinality multiple, and requests a graph editor
(through a slot facet), dash maps the slot to a grapher selector, and to a set of widgets that
constitutes the grapher. For example, Figure 8 shows the de nition of the workflow class,
which includes the slot flow-graph. Note the slot facet (ka-specification grapher),
which instructs dash to generate a graph editor, rather than a list browser. Figure 9 shows
the resulting graph editor. The grapher widget set consists of a grapher canvas, a set of add
buttons for new nodes, a delete button, and an edit button. The meditor tool run-time
system allows the target-tool user to edit graph nodes by double clicking on them. This oper-

corporation,
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Figure 7: A sample form generated by dash. This form is based on the de nition of the
corporation class (Figure 6).
ation will open an editor for the instance that the graph node represents. In certain domains,
domain experts must be able to edit properties of links (such as preconditions for transitions).
In out approach, links among nodes can represent instances (if speci ed by the developer in
the ontology). By double clicking on the links, the target-tool user can edit the link instances.
Dash can map slots of cardinality multiple (i.e., lists) to table selectors, and to matrices of
widgets. Matrices, however, are not supported by clips directly. The developer can indicate
that a list of integers, for example, should be edited as a matrix in the target tool. Dash
and meditor assume that the upper left-hand corner of a matrix corresponds to the rst
element in the list. Moreover, Dash and meditor take advantage of the size of the matrix
(as speci ed by the developer) in mapping the list to the matrix, and vice versa. There are
some restrictions on the allowed element data types for lists edited by matrices. Currently,
(defclass workflow (is-a USER)
(slot name (type string))
(slot flow-graph (type instance)
(cardinality multiple)
(allowed-classes personal-activity group-activity
external-activity composed-activity)
(ka-specification grapher))
)

Figure 8: The sample de nition of the workflow class.
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Figure 9: A sample form with a graph editor. The add buttons allow the tool user to add new
nodes to the graph. The tool user can de ne relationships among the nodes by connecting
them with links. Furthermore, the tool user can edit node and link de nitions by selecting
them and clicking on the edit button.
the element data types supported are integer, oat, string, boolean, and symbol.
5.2

Layout Rules

When dash has completed the instantiation of the widgets, it invokes the layout subsystem.
This subsystem uses a relatively straightforward layout algorithm, because the layout is intended as a starting point for manual custom adjustments. The layout subsystem uses a set
of rules for determining the initial size of the widgets, and the relative widget positioning for
widget sets (e.g., list browsers). The layout algorithms then positions the widgets in rows
and columns on the window, and aligns them to a grid. Finally, the layout algorithm determines the size of the window. In addition to layout of new windows, the layout subsystem
supports incremental layout of widgets added to windows custom tailored previously (due to
slots added to the ontology). The incremental-layout algorithm positions new widgets below
the preexisting widgets, and resizes the window to accommodate the new widgets.
The hierarchical design approach and the separation of function (selectors) and implementation (widgets) make it easier to maintain dash's design rule base. The dash developer can
add support for new data-entry devices in the target tool. For instance, the dash developer
can add pop-up menus for small integers by mapping the numeric-entry selector to a di erent
widget implementation for small integers (e.g., for integer slots where the minimum value is
zero and the maximum value is ten). In the next section, we shall discuss tool support for
maintenance of dash and the design rules.
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Figure 10: The relationships among dash, dde, and meditor. Dde can be viewed as a
meta-metatool for the dash developer.

6 The DASH Development Environment
The dash system and the design rules used by dash evolved gradually over time, because of
the increasing use of and the requirements on the target tools. At one point, the maintenance
of existing dash functionality required much of the resources available for dash development.
Thus, we found it dicult to extend dash further, and to add new functionality. This situation
warranted a new approach to the development and maintenance of dash.
The Dash Development Environment (dde) is a system that assists developers in the design, implementation, and maintenance of dash (Figure 10). Dde allows the dash developer
to navigate and edit the dash design-rule base, run diagnostic tests, and inspect graphically the intermediate design representations generated by dash. Moreover, dde supports
the con guration of a mapping method that performs transformation among design stages in
dash. The mapping method uses a set of rules to map tentative tool-design representations
to re ned representations.
Figure 11 shows the structure of the mapping method. The method builds an index of
the elements in the input structure, and performs an abstraction of key input features based
on the input and index. The method uses information from the abstraction step to guide
the generation of an intermediate representation, templates, from the input structure. The
templates represent tentative elements for the output structure. The method then uses the
templates as the basis for the generation of the target structure, which is the output of the
method. The method generates target-structure elements by instantiating the templates. Sets
of mapping rules de ne the mapping between the stages in the mapping method. Dash uses
four instances of this mapping method as the basis for tool design. The rst instantiation
generates the dialog structure from the ontology. The second instantiation generates selectors
from the ontology and from the dialog structure. The third instantiation maps the selectors to
appropriate widgets, and the fourth instantiation generates the nal output from the widgets.
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Figure 11: The structure of the mapping method modeled by a data- ow graph. The method
indexes the input structure, and abstracts key features of the input structure. The method
then uses the index and abstraction information to perform the mapping from the input structure to templates (for the target structure). Finally, the method instantiates the templates
to produce the target structure, which is the output of the method.
Dde allows the developer to edit the mapping de nition and to navigate rule sets and
other de nitions. The dde user interface provides a main menu that illustrates the data- ow
relationships in dash. The user can access mapping de nitions, ontologies, and subsystems
of dash. The graphical navigation facilities of dde helps the developer to locate rapidly the

code segment responsible for a certain functionality in the system.
Dde's subsystem for diagnostic tests allows the developer to run test cases up to certain
points in the generation process of dash. These test cases consist of input ontologies designed
to test various tool-design rules in dash. Dde includes a set of common test cases, and the
developer can specify additional ontologies as test cases. The latter feature is useful for
debugging dash problems that occur with speci c input ontologies (perhaps provided by
dash users).
After a test is completed, dde will provide an interactive test protocol that the dde user
can use to analyze the result of the test run (Figure 12). The interactive protocol provides
graphical inspectors for intermediate design representations generated by dash. The dde
user can inspect these structures at di erent levels of granularity to verify that the mapping
steps are working correctly. By running problematic ontologies as test cases in dde, the
dash developer can inspect the intermediate results of the generation process, and can isolate
rapidly any problem in the mapping steps of dash.
We designed dde as an application-speci c development environment for dash (analogous to domain-oriented knowledge-acquisition tools). The dde user interface incorporates
concepts relevant to the dash architecture and for the instantiations of the mapping method.
Dde has proven to be helpful in the development and maintenance of dash, and has allowed
us to extend dash with fewer resources. The number of bugs in dash has decreased, and the
time required for debugging has been reduced signi cantly.
In principle, the class of application-speci c tools that dde represents can be used to
support the development and maintenance of other types of software. Potentially, metalevel
systems, such as protege-ii, can be used to assist the development of application-speci c
tools. Although the current version of protege-ii cannot generate tools such as dde, because
14

Figure 12: Interactive test protocol generated by dde. This panel allows the dde user to
inspect intermediate design representations, such as the dialog, selector, and widget structures,
produced by dash in the test run.
the dash tool-design rules and the meditor tool run-time system are designed for knowledgeacquisition tools, a similar approach and architecture can be created for other classes of
custom-tailored tools.

7 Tools Generated
By using application ontologies as the basis for generation of knowledge-acquisition tools, the
developer can specify knowledge-acquisition tools for a wide variety of domains. To illustrate
the design space of the target tools, we shall mention brie y some of the knowledge-acquisition
tools developed with protege-ii.
One of the rst application domains for which we generated knowledge-acquisition tools
was the Sisyphus room-assignment problem [9]. In this example problem, the task is to assign
oce workers to rooms in an oce building under certain constraints (e.g., room size and
location in accordance with the workers job description). The Sisyphus room-assignment
problem is a standard problem used by researchers in knowledge acquisition to compare
di erent approaches to knowledge acquisition, knowledge representation, and problem solving.
The application ontology for the room-assignment task is based on the concepts person, room, and professional role. Only the professional-role class is relevant for knowledge
acquisition, because persons and rooms are run-time input data to the system. From the perspective of knowledge-acquisition-tool support, the room-assignment task is relatively simple.
A knowledge-acquisition tool consisting of only a few forms is sucient to create the knowledge base. A browser of professional roles provides access to a form for speci cation of room
requirements for each professional role.
To test protege-ii on a more dicult task than the room-assignment problem, we developed a system that assists users in choosing appropriate equipment to rent when moving (e.g.,
trucks and trailers). This example is more complex than the room-assignment problem, but it
is less complex than a realistic task for a knowledge-based system. The knowledge-acquisition
tool for this system acquires speci cations for rental equipment (e.g., trucks, trailers, and
boxes), variables that are involved in the con guration process (e.g., weight and cost), and
constraint rules and xes. The application ontology for this system consists of 12 classes, and
the knowledge-acquisition tool generated consists of 11 forms.
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The Vertical Transportation (vt) task is a standard problem based on an existing knowledgebased system for elevator con guration [11]. Analogous to the room-assignment task, the
Sisyphus vt problem is a well-documented task that is used by researchers to compare
knowledge-acquisition and problem-solving approaches. The vt task, however, represents
a signi cant problem that requires a knowledge-based system of signi cant size and complexity. The implementation of the original vt system was supported by salt [10], which is a
method-speci c knowledge-acquisition tool that acquires knowledge for the propose-and-revise
method. We use the same problem-solving method (propose and revise) to perform both the
rental-equipment task and the vt task [19]. Although the method ontology is the same, the
domain and application ontologies (and, thus, the knowledge-acquisition tools) di er. The
application ontology for the vt system consists of 78 classes, and the knowledge-acquisition
tool generated consists of 38 forms. The resulting knowledge base consists of 674 instances of
concepts in the application ontology.
T-Helper [15] is a system that assists physicians by providing computer-based support
for protocol-directed therapy. The T-Helper system is based on a set of protocol de nitions
that represent the context in which the protocol can be used, and de ne the algorithmic
procedure (skeletal plan) of the protocol. The T-Helper knowledge-acquisition tool allows
the expert physician to enter information about the protocol in forms and to de ne the
algorithm graphically [20]. The current version of the application ontology used for tool
generation consists of 76 classes, and the knowledge-acquisition tool generated consists of 25
forms. The T-Helper knowledge base is currently under construction in our laboratory.
The knowledge-acquisition tools for the room-assignment and rental-equipment tasks are
relatively simple. However, when the complexity of the knowledge-base design increases,
the advantage of generating tools automatically increases as the burden of implementing and
maintaining such tools manually becomes unmanageable. The knowledge-acquisition tools for
the vt and T-Helper applications show how generated tools assist knowledge acquisition
for relatively complex tasks.

8 Summary
Domain-speci c knowledge-acquisition tools enable domain specialists to create knowledge
bases with minimal assistance from system developers. This tool support is often essential
to the initial success and subsequent maintainability of knowledge-based systems, because of
the complexity and size of the knowledge bases. Developers can custom tailor domain-speci c
tools for the requirements of individual users, and of development projects by using a metatool
to generate knowledge-acquisition tools automatically.
The protege-ii system shows that the generation of knowledge-acquisition tools from
application ontologies is a valid approach. However, in addition to the metatool dash, the
developer must have access to tools for editing ontologies, and to a run-time system for the
knowledge-acquisition tools generated. If the developers reuse a preexisting problem-solving
method, the output of the target knowledge-acquisition tool must be mapped to the format
used by the method. Compared to its predecessors, protege-ii provides a solid platform
for the generation of domain-speci c knowledge-acquisition tools. We have used protege-ii
successfully for knowledge acquisition in several projects, and the protege-ii suite of tools
has provided signi cant support and reduced the development time considerably.
We plan to extend protege-ii by providing graphical library functions for reusable
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problem-solving methods, by improving the support for mappings among ontologies, and
by providing additional design support for user interfaces. So far, we have concentrated
our research on tools for the development of knowledge-based systems. However, many of
the principles for tool generation apply to the development of other types of software as
well. In our continued research, we plan to generalize results from knowledge-acquisition
tools for knowledge-based systems, and to explore how metatools can support the softwaredevelopment process by automating the generation of project-speci c tools.
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